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Abstract: Most large-scale systems including self-adaptive systems utilize
feature models (FMs) to represent their complex architectures and benefit
from the reuse of commonalities and variability information. Self-adaptive
systems (SASs) are capable of reconfiguring themselves during the run time
to satisfy the scenarios of the requisite contexts. However, reconfiguration
of SASs corresponding to each adaptation of the system requires significant
computational time and resources. The process of configuration reuse can
be a better alternative to some contexts to reduce computational time, effort
and error-prone. Nevertheless, systems’ complexity can be reduced while the
development process of systems by reusing elements or components. FMs are
considered one of the new ways of reuse process that are able to introduce
new opportunities for the reuse process beyond the conventional system com-
ponents. While current FM-based modelling techniques represent, manage,
and reuse elementary features to model SASs concepts, modeling and reusing
configurations have not yet been considered. In this context, this study presents
an extension to FMs by introducing and managing configuration features and
their reuse process. Evaluation results demonstrate that reusing configuration
features reduces the effort and time required by a reconfiguration process
during the run time to meet the required scenario according to the current
context.

Keywords: Self-adaptive system; feature model; system reuse; configuration
management; variability modeling

1 Introduction

Large systems have become progressively more complicated over the recent years, leading
to increased focus on system maintenance and configurations. Self-adaptive systems (SASs) are
considered to be of great importance in the handling of complex systems [1]. They are capable
of reconfiguring themselves during the run time to satisfy the scenarios of the requisite contexts
(corresponding to changes in user requirements, systems themselves or their environments). How-
ever, reconfiguration process need to be triggered every time the system is adapted [2]. In this
context, configuration reuse is a prospective alternative to reduce time, effort and error-prone. The
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reuse of software involves the reuse of appropriate available software components to reduce cost
or time, with slight or no modifications to the components [3]. Complexity can be decreased in
the development of systems by reusing components or elements. FMs are one of the new forms
of reuse that are able to bring new opportunities for the reuse process beyond the conventional
software components [4]. Reusability has previously been applied to SASs for example: Rainbow
strategy, MADAM framework, MUSIC framework, and ENTRUST strategy [5–8] respectively.
However, none has produced a design or developed a self-adaptive system with reuse process.
Moreover, the formal modeling of a configuration reuse process or reused configurations remains
lacking, especially with respect to system feature models (FMs).

Several large-scale systems, including SASs, use FMs to represent their complex architec-
tures [9], by managing, expressing, and reusing commonalities and variability information among
their products. Each feature represents a distinct ability of the system. The reuse of features
reduces time, cost and effort and improves the quality of the product as well as that of the
software process [10–12].

Several studies have been conducted on FMs to address the variability and complexity of
constituent systems, and preserve their alignment to variable systems [13–17]. Certain works have
focused on the management and improvement of FM customization, which is a popular method
to reduce cost and improve user satisfaction [18–21]. However, the software configuration is yet to
be modeled as a feature in the FMs. Other studies [22–25] have incorporated FMs into systems
adaptation process, but no notions or extensions have been introduced into FMs to enable them
to model these adaptation processes or their reused processes. A few works have enriched FMs
using concepts and extensions to enable them to model SASs. The appended concepts, including
elementary features, equipped with their relations, processes and constraints, are designed to ensure
coherence [2,26,27]. All of the aforementioned works have focused on modeling and reusing
elementary features without considering the management of configuration reuse, except for [27], in
which the authors modeled the concept of metamorphosis, which involves the grouping of features
(configuration). To this end, they modeled the configuration using an FM, but did not model
the reuse process. In one of the most significant works in the domain [2], the authors introduced
a framework for software product lines (SPLs), enabling the modeling of contextual influences,
user customization and evolution. In particular, a hybrid feature model (HyFM) was presented.
It supports the implementation of concepts such as contextual information, validity formula,
cross-tree constraint and version awareness. However, this approach was not designed to support
management of configuration reuse. Moreover, a reconfiguration process is required to be triggered
every time a change in the context occurs or an artifact of the system is evolved by an engineer.
This introduces additional overhead in the form of significant time and resources. To address
the aforementioned lacuna, this study proposes an extension to HyFM2 to handle configuration
features management that supports its modeling and coherent reuse. This extension includes new
features (configurations), context information and constraints to ensure coherency among features.
Configuration feature management process is defined in order to manage configuration features
and their reuse process from creation to destruction. The remainder of this paper is structured
as follows. A brief background on FMs on which our work is founded is described in Section
2. An illustrative example and the enhanced feature model (EnFM) are presented in Section 3.
The modeling of configuration features using the FM is presented in Section 4. A case study is
detailed in Section 5. The method proposed in this paper is evaluated in Section 6. Finally, a
conclusion and future directions of research are presented in Section 7.
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2 Background

2.1 Feature Models (FMs)
FMs are hierarchal representations of a system’s commonalities and variabilities in terms of

features. Each feature in the FM represents a distinctive ability or functionality of the system [2].
The top feature of an FM is called root or concept. Each feature can possess multiple child
features. Features are either mandatory or optional, and arranged alternatively (only one feature is
selected) or in groups (at least one feature is selected). A feature attribute is a typed variable used
to define additional characteristics of a feature [28]. To capture the different states of evolution
of features, feature versions are included in the definition of FMs — a user might prefer an
older implementation of features over a newer implementation to maintain compatibility with
other systems [29]. Further, cross-tree constraints (CTCs) [2] are Boolean formulas that are used
to define additional dependencies among the features that are not defined by the structure of the
FMs, feature attributes’ expressions, or range of a feature’s version. Contextual information [2]
captures the environmental situation and external parameters, and is represented using identifier-
value pairs. Each context is assigned a value, and each value is connected to certain features in
the FM via the validity formula (VF), which is a propositional formula that enforces the selection
of a certain feature or attribute depending on the context. FMs also include the notion of user
profiles [30] to allow the transformation of one configuration into another during run time in
order to accommodate multiple users who might require different configurations of the same
system under varying contexts.

2.2 Configuration Features
Configuration features comprise coherent features of a system along with a sorted collection

of their relations and constraints to specify a given product in an SPL. Configuration features
might be reused under certain system conditions. Such reuse avoids the necessity to reconfigure
the system for each change in the environment, consequently reducing cost and complexity.

3 Illustrative Example

In this section, an example of a car system, which is a dynamic software product line (DSPL),
obtained from [2], is presented to illustrate the concepts introduced in this paper. Fig. 1 [2] depicts
the feature model of a car system comprising two electronic control units (ECUs)—a mandatory
ECU_A and an optional ECU_B. ECU_A is responsible for the emergency call system of the
car—it triggers a preconfigured call with the satellite position of the car and additional relevant
data when an emergency is detected. The car considered in this study is equipped with two
emergency call systems—one for Russia called ERAGlonass and another for Europe called eCall.
To maximize fuel and performance efficiency, the GearAdvice feature, offered by the optional
ECU_B, suggests a suitable gear to use based on three options for driving style—family, natural,
or sports. Four types of context information are captured using independent sensors—pollution
represents the number of contaminants in the air, Location captures the current position of
the car, GearViolation captures the number suboptimal uses of the gearshift by the driver, and
FuelPercentage captures the remaining fuel level.

4 Modeling of Configuration Features

4.1 Enhanced FM with Configuration – Example
The example presented in Fig. 2 presents a novel FM and the updates introduced to the FM,

as depicted in Fig. 1, by the introduction of the new configuration feature. This example (Fig. 2)
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will be used in this section to illustrate the introduced concepts that support management of
configuration features.

Figure 1: Feature model for a car system [2]

4.2 Definitions
The introduction of configuration features necessitates the definition of the following new

concepts (depicted in Fig. 2):

• A ConfigReuse sensor that captures the number of times a reconfiguration process is
triggered to achieve the same configuration. When the same configuration is created more
than 2 times, it is saved for future reuse.

• A ConfigAvilable sensor that captures the availability of a configuration. When a configu-
ration is saved, the value of this sensor is set to be true.

• A Granularity attribute that fixes the feature type (elementary or configuration feature).
• A CofigProg attribute contains the selection program text that generates a particular
configuration when triggered.

• A Configuration feature that is a coherent composition of several features specifying a
given product in an SPL. This feature is modeled similar to other elementary features (it
can possess a parent feature, versions, attributes, or validity formula, and is controlled by
FM constraints) with the exception of a child feature. For example, EuropeConfiguration
is a child configuration feature inside a group that contains elementary features (ecall,
ERAGlonass) and configuration features (EuropeConfiguration, RussiaConfiguration), as
depicted in Fig. 2.
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• A Configuration feature management process that manage a configuration feature from its
creation to its destruction.

Figure 2: Enhanced feature model for a car system with configuration features

4.3 Configuration Feature Management
A Configuration feature is a coherent composition of a system features along with their

relations and constraints to specify a given product in a SPL/DSPL. it is modeled in similar
fashion to other elementary features (can be a parent feature or a child feature). It can possess
attributes, versions , or validity formula with the exception of possessing a child feature, and it
is controlled by FM constraints. for instance, the EuropeConfiguration is a child configuration
feature within a group of features that comprises elementary features (ERAGlonass and ecall) and
configuration features (Europe Configuration and Russia Configuration), as depicted in Fig. 6.

A configuration feature is modeled by using framework 1 as follows.

Framework 1: Modeling configuration feature
<Configuration feature>→<Configuration feature name>;

<versions>
<attribute> = (<attribute name>: <attribute domain>)*
“VF:” (<validity formula>)*
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Figure 3: State diagram of the configuration process

4.3.1 Configuration Feature Management Process
The configuration feature management process defines all the states throughout the lifetime

of a configuration feature. These states are Manufacturing, Composing, Saving, and Reusing
(depicted in Fig. 3). The layout of the configuration process is as follows.

4.3.2 Configuration Process: Life Cycle
→ manufactured configuration

→ configuration creation

manufactured configuration → Default configuration

configuration creation → Composing

generated by default v defined configuration → Saving

Saved configuration → Reusing

Reusing ∧ ConfigAvailable→needed_configuration_exists ∧ Reusing

Reusing ∧ ConfigAvailable → needed_configuration_does_not_exist ∧ Composing

Reusing ∧ disposed configuration → exit

Two types of configuration features are supported — a default configuration feature that
is generated by the manufacturer and a custom defined configuration feature that is explicitly
composed by a customer or the system depending on a particular context. The HyVarRec [2]
reconfiguration engine is responsible for creating and validating these configurations and the
created configuration is saved within the assets database to be reused every time it fulfills the
requirements of a new context. The states of the two configuration features (depicted in Fig. 3)
are as follows.

• Composing State: composing state is specified in framework 2 as follows.

Framework 2: Modeling composing state
composing→[“Defined configuration” <configuration name>] ∧

[“ConfigProg” {“enabled features”
(<enable feature>)* ∨ “disabled features” (<disable feature>)*}]
+ [“VF:”(<Formula>)*]
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• Saving State: saving state is specified in framework 3 as follows.

Framework 3: Modeling saving state
Saving → update <FM> ∧ update Assets
update <FM> → insert_feature<configuration name>: [<version>*,<attribute>*,<VF>*]
update asset → save_in_DB<configuration name>

• Reusing State: The state, IndirectReuse, corresponds to the state of a configuration feature
that might be reused as a component of another configuration feature (integration of a
configuration feature with another to serve a specific context). For instance, the preference
configurations for driving style (sports, natural, family, and emergency) may be saved using
this state as the emergency configuration might reuse any of the sports, natural, or family
configurations in order to adapt to the context of the emergency. This type of reuse is
introduced alongside the imply and exclude constraints.

Alternatively, a configuration feature might be reused directly, corresponding to the
DirectReuse. For instance, triggering the reconfiguration process each time the car changes its
location from Europe to Russia and vice versa, which is a frequent event, is a DirectReuse feature.
In such a case, keeping the appropriate configuration feature available to reuse each time the
frequent event occurs decreases the effort and time required by the reconfiguration process. The
reusing state is specified in framework 4 as follows.

Framework 4: Modeling reusing state
Reusing ∧ ConfigAvailable → search_configuration(configuration name) ∧

needed_configuration_exist ∧
configuration_reuse(configuration name)

Reusing ∧ ConfigAvailable → search_configuration(configuration name) ∧
needed_configuration_not_exist ∧ Composing

Reusing ∧ disposal_configuration → Exit

4.4 Configuration Management-Examples
4.4.1 Creation of the EuropeConfiguration Feature

The text program of the composing, saving, and reusing states are shown by the following
example (depicted in Fig. 4).

4.4.2 Creation of the Sporty Driver Profile Feature
The text program of the composing, saving, and reusing states are shown by the following

example (depicted in Fig. 5).
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Figure 4: Creation of the EuropeConfiguration feature

Figure 5: Creation of the sporty driver profile feature
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5 Case Study

The tool, DarwinSPL [31], is used to study the feasibility of the illustrative example (dis-
cussed in Sections 3 and 4.3). First, the three driving styles of the car system—family, natural,
and sports—are generated by the manufacturer as configuration features (FamilyConfiguration,
NaturalConfiguration, and SportConfiguration) under the control of the configuration feature
management process. They are designated to be group members with profile as the parent feature,
as demonstrated in Section 4.3. Further, the three configuration features are saved within the assets
database. They remain available for reuse depending on the context. Fig. 6 depicts a screenshot
of the FM following the creation of the three driving styles, modeled using the FM editor of
DarwinSPL.

Figure 6: Screenshot of the FM, modeled using the FM editor of DarwinSPL

Firstly, assuming that the driver selects the SportConfiguration feature as his/her preferred
configuration, this configuration will be reused as long as it fulfills the requirements of the current
context. For instance, if Pollution Level > 50, then the SportConfiguration feature does not remain
operational, as it does not fulfill the requirements of the current context. Hence, the HyVarRec
reconfiguration engine will replace it with the FamilyConfiguration feature, as determined by the
VF and CTC of the FM. Moreover, another person driving this car might change the preferred
configuration to either the NaturalConfiguration feature or FamilyConfiguration feature based on
his/her preferences.

Secondly, assuming that the driver drives frequently from Europe to Russia, the reconfigu-
ration engine will be triggered each time he/she changes his/her location in order to provide a
suitable configuration for the current context [2]. For instance, when the driver is in Europe, the
reconfiguration process is triggered to compose a configuration for this context (Location=Europe)
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and the value of the context element sensor ConfigReuse is set to 1, as outlined in Section 4.3.
Now, if the driver drives to Russia and back to Europe, the reconfiguration process is triggered
again to compose a configuration for the same context (Location=Europe) and the value of
the sensor, ConfigReuse, is set to 2. This prompts the configuration feature management process
to save this configuration as the EuropeConfiguration feature within the assets database, and
the value of the sensor ConfigAvailable is set to true. Subsequently, the FM is updated using
DarwinSPL. Fig. 7 depicts the updated FM with the configuration features, modeled using the
FM editor of DarwinSPL. Figs. 8–10 illustrate the modeling of the newly added contextual
elements, validity formula, and constraints, as modeled using DarwinSPL.

Figure 7: Updated FM with the configuration features, using the FM editor of DarwinSPL

Figure 8: Contextual elements of the FM, using the contextual information editor of DarwinSPL
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Figure 9: VF of the FM, modeled using the VF editor of DarwinSPL

Figure 10: Constraints of the FM, modeled using the constraints editor of DarwinSPL

This configuration feature is reused based on the context until the context changes; e.g., the
driver drives from Europe to Russia. When this happens, other configuration features of the
system are reused depending on the context until they are to be disposed. This procedure enables
the obtainment of reliable results by expending considerably less effort over considerably shorter
durations of time, as the reconfiguration process does not need to be triggered as many times due
to the utilization of the reuse process.

6 Evaluation

Based on current research in the domain of feature modeling techniques, SASs and reuse
processes, the following criteria are selected to evaluate the proposed scheme and compare its
performance with those of existing methods.

(1) Development of SASs using reuse process support.
(2) Supporting the configuration feature concept using FMs.
(3) Efficient reuse of configuration features.
(4) Managing product customization during run time.

In a study [2], HyFM was introduced, which supports feature attributes, contextual infor-
mation, and relations between contextual information and features selected based on current
context and constrained by VFs, cross-tree constraints, a finite set of feature versions, version-
aware constraints, and cardinality. These additional concepts enable HyFM to model and manage
SASs by focusing on the representation and reuse of elementary features without considering the
modeling or reuse of configuration features. As the proposed system is integrated with HyFM,
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it is capable of supporting SAS modeling and management, as well as modeling and reusing
configuration features. Thus, the proposed method satisfies all of the aforementioned criteria.

Whereas in [21], the authors presented an FM as a two-layer model consisting of application
and infrastructure layers to manage the required configuration that satisfy the stakeholders’ desires
and the potential of the platform of available implementations. In addition, this FM is capable of
defining two types of constraints—inner constraints among features belonging to the same layer
and intra-constraints among features belonging to different layers. However, this FM manages and
reuses only elementary features, without considering the management and reuse of configuration
features. Further, it does not support product customization during run time.

In another study [26], the FM was extended using binding time constraints to restrict SAS-
staged reconfiguration processes. The concepts of configuration stages, used to define arrange-
ments among features and differentiate between dynamic and static binding times of features;
complex binding time constraints, used to restrict product configuration processes by taking logical
consistency and arrangement restrictions of feature selections into consideration; and stateful
reconfiguration models, used to control possible sequences of configuration changes of dynamic
features during the product’s life cycle were introduced in the indicated paper. However, these
configurations were not modeled using FMs.

Whereas an autonomic software product line engineering (ASPLe) methodology was presented
in another study [32]. This methodology allows developers to develop SASs with reuse processes
by selecting, specializing, and subsequently, integrating reusable artifacts. This methodology used
FMs to model only the scope definition of ASPLe; hence, no concepts were further added to the
FM to support the modeling of the developed SAS with reuse.

The conclusions of the aforementioned comparative analysis have been depicted in Tab. 1,
where the criteria used have been numbered sequentially from 1 to 4.

Table 1: Comparison between various configuration management schemes modeled using FM

Criterion [2] [21] [26] [32] [this works]

1 ✗ ✗ ✗ � �
2 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ �
3 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ �
4 � ✗ ✗ ✗ �

7 Conclusion

In one of the most significant tasks in the domain of FM-based SASs [2], the authors
introduced a framework for SPLs that allow modeling of contextual influences, user customiza-
tion, and evolution. In particular, a hybrid feature model (HyFM) was presented. It supports
contextual information, validity formulae, cross-tree constraints, and version awareness. However,
this approach is incapable of managing configuration reuse. Moreover, a reconfiguration process is
initiated every time the context changes or an artifact of the system is evolved by an engineer. This
escalates the required time and resources. To rectify this shortcoming, an extension to HyFM [2]
was proposed in this study to manage configuration features that support its modeling and
coherent reuse process. This extension includes new features (configurations), context information
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and constraints to ensure coherency among features. Configuration feature management process
has been defined to manage configuration features and their reuse process from creation to
destruction. The fundamental complexity of the management of configuration reuse processes lies
is in the adaptation of reused configuration features. Adaptation before reuse becomes necessary,
as the configuration to be reused might no longer be suitable for the new context. Further,
once a configuration feature is created, it requires continuous maintenance in the repository, new
configuration features need to be saved, configuration features with errors need to be tracked, and
configuration features that are no longer being reused for any reason need to be removed. The
complexity of configuration reuse process management, the variability of configuration features,
their optimal selection, and their evolution remain major challenges that may be addressed in
future works.
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